Abstract-Motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) is an innovative prediction scheme for video coding and it has become the core technology of the coming video coding standard, Scalable Video Coding. Since MCTF is important, this paper provides the system analysis of MCTF for hardware architecture design, including computational complexity, external memory bandwidth, and external memory size. The one-level MCTF is analyzed first, in which several frame-level data reuse schemes are proposed and the tradeoffs between external memory usages and on-chip memory size in these frame-level data reuse schemes are also discussed. Next, the analysis is extended to multilevel MCTF. The computational complexity of multilevel MCTF is close to that of traditional MC prediction with two reference frames. The memory bandwidth of multilevel MCTF depends on the frame-level data reuse scheme and performing the update stage or not. The external memory size is linearly proportional to the number of decomposition levels. Finally, a real-life test case is given to compare the system requirements between MCTF with various frame-level data reuse schemes and the prediction scheme of H.264/AVC. Index Terms-Motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF), scalable video coding, video coding, VLSI architecture.
a high compression efficiency due to the drift problem, which is the mismatch of the reconstructed frame between the encoder and decoder. In order to avoid the drift problem, the compression efficiency will be degraded very much and become unacceptable when there are many scalability layers.
The open-loop interframe wavelet coding scheme becomes a good alternative for scalable video coding, which concept is to perform a wavelet transform in the temporal direction. But the coding performance is unacceptable without motion compensation (MC). In 1993, Ohm introduces a block-based displacement interframe scheme using the Haar filter [6] . However, the compression efficiency is still not comparable to the existing MCP video standards, until the lifting-based wavelet interframe scheme is proposed and the longer tap wavelet filters, like 5/3 filter, are used [7] , [8] . For more details, please refer to [9] and [10] .
MPEG has identified a set of applications that require scalable and reliable video coding technologies. After evaluating the response to Call for Proposals on Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [11] , it has been shown that there is a new and innovative video technology that MPEG can bring to industry in a future video standard [12] . In the two most significant proposals [13] , [14] and many other proposals, the lifting-based motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) is the core technology to provide scalabilities in video coding. The MCTF not only can provide a variety of efficient scalabilities because of no drift problems in the open-loop structure but also can increase the compression efficiency of H.264/AVC [14] .
Since MCTF is a breakthrough and the key component of the interframe wavelet video coding and the coming video coding standard, SVC [15] , we would like to present the first work on VLSI architecture of MCTF by analyzing system and memory issues in this paper. First, we analyze the frame-level data reuse schemes for one-level MCTF. And based on the analysis of one-level MCTF, the system issues of multilevel MCTF are discussed. Some important factors of multilevel MCTF are introduced first and followed by the analysis of computational complexity, external memory bandwidth, external memory storage, and coding delay. Last of all, a real-life test case is given to compare the system requirements between MCTF with various frame-level data reuse schemes and the prediction scheme of H.264/AVC. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the operation of MCTF will be introduced, and next the analysis of one-level MCTF is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we extend the analysis from one-level to multilevel MCTF, and a case study is given for the comparison. Finally, we conclude the analyses in Section V. 
II. MOTION-COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
MCTF is to perform a wavelet transform in the temporal direction with MC. The coding performance and coding delay depend on which wavelet filter is adopted. From recent experimental results [9] , [16] , MCTF is usually implemented by use of 5/3, 1/3, or Haar filter with the lifting scheme, which is an efficient implementation method of wavelet filters and guarantees the perfect reconstruction property. For simplicity, MCTF represents the lifting-based MCTF using the 5/3 or 1/3 filter in the following.
The 5/3 MCTF can be simply illustrated by Fig. 1(a) , where only two lifting stages are involved. The prediction stage uses even frames to predict odd frames, and the generated residual frames are the high-pass frames (H-frames), which can also be viewed as B-frames predicted by neighboring frames. The update stage uses the H-frames to update the even frames, and then the updated frames are the lowpass frames (L-frames). The update weighting factor is 1/4 for the 5/3 filter. The 1/3 MCTF is just to skip the update stage of 5/3 MCTF and treat the even frames as the L-frames. The open-loop MCTF means the frames used to predict or update are the original or filtered frames, instead of the reconstructed or coded frames in the close-loop MCP scheme.
For aligning the objects in different frames, the two lifting stages require motion vectors, but motion estimation (ME) is only performed in the prediction stage to find the best motion vectors, and . As for the update motion vectors, and , they are derived from and for saving the motion vector cost. Fig. 1(a) only shows the operations of one-level MCTF, and multilevel MCTF can be derived by recursively performing the operations of one-level MCTF on the L-frames, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 1(c) shows the basic coding scheme of SVM [17] [18] [19] , which consists of MCTF, Texture Coding, and I or IPPP Coding. After the decomposition of MCTF, H-frames are directly coded by Texture Coding, and L-frames are further processed by I or IPPP Coding. Texture Coding is a traditional transform-based texture coder, which includes discrete cosine transform, quantization and entropy coding. I or IPPP Coding is a close-loop intra-or intercoder, such as H.264 I-frame or IPPP scheme. In MCTF of SVM3.0, the motion vectors in the prediction stage, and , can be refined in a biiterative way, which performs the integer ME of the left and right branches in Fig.  1 (a) separately and refines the fractional-pixel ME jointly. And to perform update operations or not is evaluated by use of the residual energy and the overlapped area of the derived reference block and motion vector.
Multilevel 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF are performed in a bottom-to-top order that is from higher to lower frame rates, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In SVC WD1.0 [15] , a coding scheme called Hierarchical B-frames (HB) is introduced to provide an H.264/AVC compatible scalable coding bitstream. HB is to perform multilevel MCTF in a top-to-bottom way that is from lower to higher frame rates to be compatible with the generic B-frames of H.264/AVC. The top-to-bottom decomposition is possible only when all update steps are ignored, so the coding performance of open-loop HB is very similar with that of 1/3 MCTF.
III. ONE-LEVEL MOTION COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
In this section, we will analyze one-level MCTF. The operations of MCTF are dominated by ME and MC, so we assume a general architecture of MCTF would be like that of ME. Fig. 2 shows the assumed architecture, in which Processing Engine is responsible for all operations of MCTF, On-Chip Memory is used to store the required searching range data for data reuse, and the required reference or current data are stored and loaded from External Memory. In the following subsections, because MCTF is an open-loop video coding, it is possible to reuse the searching range data between two current frames. Therefore, several frame-level data reuse schemes are proposed and the tradeoff between the required external memory bandwidth, on-chip memory size, and external memory storage will also be discussed.
A. Redundancy Access for ME and MC in MCTF
ME and MC dominate the required memory bandwidth of MCTF. The required memory bandwidth of reference frames and on-chip memory size in ME depend on ME algorithms, architectures, and searching range data reuse schemes. In order to simplify the analysis and generalize our analyzed results, the concept of redundancy access factor, (pixels/pixel), which is used to represent the memory bandwidth of one reference frame [20] , [21] is adopted. The redundancy access factor is defined as Total memory bandwidth for reference frame/Minimum memory bandwidth (pixel count in total), which means that the required memory bandwidth is times of the minimum memory bandwidth. In another viewpoint, can be interpreted as that if one current pixel is computed, reference pixels are required to be loaded from external memory.
In [20] , [21] , there are four searching region data reuse schemes from Level A to Level D, in which Level C scheme is the most common used in previous works. Therefore, we take Level C scheme as an example to illustrate the computation of the redundancy access factor. Level C scheme can reuse the overlapped searching region between two successive current blocks in the horizontal direction, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , where the searching range is and in the horizontal and vertical directions, and and are the width and height of the current block, respectively. So the is (1) MC in MCTF may require redundant memory access for fractional-pixel MC or biiterative motion vector refinement in SVM3.0. We classify MC into two categories, internal MC (intMC) and external MC (extMC). The former performs MC internally without external memory access because there are sufficient data in the searching region buffer for fractional-pixel MC. The latter performs MC by loading data from external memory. If the motion vector is fractional-pixel, more data than one block are required to be loaded from external memory for the interpolation of extMC. Moreover, if the biiterative refinement is required, the searching region data for the biiterative refinement should also be read from external memory.
For extMC without biiterative refinement, the required data from external memory can be formulated as (2) where and are the width and height of the block to be performed MC (MC block), and is the interpolation filter length. The corresponding redundancy access factor can be defined by (3) If considering the biiterative refinement, the required data becomes (4) as shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the excess searching region for the biiterative refinement is . The corresponding redundancy access factor can be written as (5) In SVC WD1.0, because variable block size ME is adopted, we discuss several typical values of and for MC blocks with different block sizes in Table I. Based on  Table I , the bandwidth overhead of extMC for small MC blocks is quite large, and the biiterative refinement makes the overhead larger.
By use of redundancy access factors, the required memory bandwidth of ME and MC can be easily compared and calculated even if different ME algorithms, architectures, or data reuse schemes are adopted. Finally, the abbreviations in the following subsections are summarized in Table II , first. 
B. Memory Analysis for Prediction Stage
The main difference between open-loop MCTF and closeloop MCP is that the reference frames in MCTF are the original frames or L-frames, and those in MCP are the reconstructed or coded frames. Hence, in MCTF, the ME of different frames can be performed simultaneously. Moreover, there are two reference frames in the prediction stage of MCTF, so we assume that the on-chip memory size will not be larger than two searching range buffers. Based on this assumption, the possible framelevel data reuse schemes are proposed and their tradeoffs between on-chip memory size and external memory bandwidth are also discussed, in the following.
1) Direct Implementation of Prediction Stage:
The direct implementation is to perform the left and right ME separately, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The external memory bandwidth (EMB) is (pixels/pixel), where the divisor two exists because the prediction stage is performed for every two frames. The required on-chip memory is one searching region buffer (SRB), which depends on which macroblock-level data reuse scheme is used.
2) Proposed Double Reference Frames: Instead of the direct implementation, we propose the double reference frames scheme (DRF) as shown in Fig. 4(b) , which performs left and right ME together for one current frame. The on-chip memory size of DRF is , and its EMB is
Compared to direct implementation, DRF can save the memory access of left extMC, but its penalty is a larger on-chip memory.
3) Proposed Double Current Frames Scheme (DCF):
Because of the open-loop prediction, we can reuse the searching region between two current frames. Therefore, the DCF is proposed and shown in Fig. 4(c) where the loaded searching region of the reference frame can be used for the ME of current frame and , simultaneously, but the MC from frame to becomes extMC. The on-chip memory size is reduced to , and the EMB is shown in the equation at the bottom of the page. Compared to DRF, DCF can reuse the searching range and save half memory access and on-chip memory size, but the penalty is that extMC is required.
4) Proposed Modified Double Current Frames Scheme (m-DCF):
Although DCF can reduce the memory access of ME, it suffers the bandwidth overhead of extMC, which depends on the average of all MC blocks. If is larger than , the overhead of extMC will make DCF less efficient than DRF. Besides, the memory access of extMC is irregular and may lead to a lower efficiency of external memory access. So we propose another kind of the frame-level data reuse scheme, the m-DCF, which can eliminate the memory bandwidth of extMC by interpolating the best matched blocks of the reference frame to be the MC frame for the current frame in advance and storing into the external memory, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Then, m-DCF not only can reduce memory access of extMC, but also can let the memory access of be regular compared to that of in DCF. The EMB of m-DCF is and the on-chip memory size is the same as that of DCF. Note that, because MC of left ME is performed first, the number of iterations in the biiterative refinement is limited and then the coding performance of the biiterative refinement may be degraded.
5) Comparison:
The four mentioned reuse schemes are summarized in Table III . In terms of EMB, the direct implementation is the worst among the four schemes. As for the three proposed schemes, the performances depend on the values of and .
is the average of all MC blocks, which is related to motion vector precision (integerpixel or fractional-pixel) and the MC block size.
In order to illustrate this feature, we take two examples, in which Level C scheme is used. First, we assume that the searching range is , , and the average bandwidth of extMC with biiterative refinement is equal to 2. Then, the ratio of the required EMB in Direct implementation, DRF, DCF, and m-DCF is 6:4:4.5:4. That is, DCF and m-DCF do not have better performances than DRF does. But when the searching range is increased to , , and the worst case of extMC occurs , the ratio will become 13:10:8.5:7. The reduction ratios of m-DCF are 46% and 30% of the direct implementation and DRF, respectively. That is, if the required memory bandwidth of reference frames is larger, the performances of DCF and m-DCF which can share the searching range data will be better. Besides, the performance of DCF will be seriously degraded if a large exists. In summary, DCF requires less external memory bandwidth than DRF does, if
. On the other hand, m-DCF requires less external memory bandwidth than DRF does if . As for on-chip memory size, DCF and m-DCF only require half of on-chip memory size in DRF. Moreover, because of no extMC in DRF and m-DCF, the memory access of them is always regular. Contrarily, the memory access of direct implementation and DCF is irregular. Then, the efficiency of external memory access in DCF could be lower than that in DRF or m-DCF. Finally, because the direct implementation is worse than the three proposed schemes, it will be excluded from the discussion in the following.
C. The Impact of Update Stage
In the update stage, only the extMC is performed, and the motion vectors are derived from those in the prediction stage. Since ME is not performed in the update stage, DCF cannot provide advantages. The update stage of DRF is as shown in the top part of Fig. 5(a) , and the EMB is Because the MC blocks in the update stage of SVC WD1.0 are all 4 4 blocks, the required memory bandwidth of extMC is very large, as shown in Table I .
D. Memory Analysis of One-Level MCTF
The different frame-level data reuse schemes for 5/3 MCTF are shown in Fig. 5 , where the abbreviation of P-DCF/U-DRF is that in the prediction stage, DCF is adopted, and in the update stage, DRF is adopted. The frames expressed by bold lines represent those need to be stored in the external memory for performing 5/3 MCTF. As shown in Fig. 5 , because of the frame-level data reuse scheme, the required external memory size (EMS) of DCF is one more frame than that of DRF. And if m-DCF is used in Fig. 5(b) , one more frame, , will be required to be stored in the external memory, compared to DCF.
The analyzed result of one-level MCTF is listed in Table IV , where the average bandwidth is used, and and represent the extMC in the prediction and update stages, respectively. In a word, the update stage has large overheads of external memory bandwidth and memory size. The former can be reduced by decreasing the average , but the latter cannot be reduced. In the prediction stage, compared to DRF, by sharing the searching range data between two current frames, DCF can save half memory bandwidth and half on-chip memory size, but requires more external memory size for frame-level data reuse. Moreover, the performance of DCF will be degraded due to extMC , and this can be improved by use of m-DCF, in which the overhead is the increase of external memory size. Finally, for different hardware systems and specifications ( , , and ), the frame-level data reuse scheme with a proper tradeoff between external memory usages and on-chip memory size can be selected, by using Table IV.
IV. ANALYSIS OF MULTI-LEVEL MCTF
When extending one-level MCTF to multilevel MCTF, three preconditions should be given: decomposition level, intercoding L-frames or not, and performing update stage or not. In the following, these preconditions are introduced, and then the system issues of multilevel MCTF are discussed.
A. The Preconditions of Multilevel MCTF 1) Decomposition Level:
According to the coding results using SVM3.0, the four-level decomposition has the best compression efficiency for CIF sequences and by use of 5/3 MCTF, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) , respectively. However, two-or three-level MCTF is the best selection for the sequence , as shown in Fig. 6(c) . A higher decomposition levels does not always bring more quality because of the finite searching range. It means that the number of decomposition levels should depend on the characteristics of sequences, and different decomposition levels of MCTF should be supported in the same multilevel MCTF system.
2) Intercoding for L-Frames:
The second precondition is to perform intercoding for the L-frames or not. The L-frames are the base layer in the temporal axis for multilevel MCTF coding system and they can be intracoded or intercoded using close-loop MCP schemes (IPPP), as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Intercoding can provide a better compression ratio but may suffer a worse error resilience capability. On the other hand, intracoding can provide a better scalability but has a worse visual quality. The differences of R-D curves between inter-and intracoded L-frames are shown in Fig. 6(d) and (e). The former is the result of with four-level 5/3 MCTF, where one L-frame exists for every 16 frames, and the difference between inter-and intracoded L-frames is about 1 dB. The latter shows the result of with two-level 5/3 MCTF, where one L-frame exists for every four frames, and the difference between inter-and intracoded L-frames becomes 2-4 dB, that is a heavy penalty.
3) Update Stage: To perform update stage or not is the third precondition. If the update stage is not performed, it can also be decided to perform 1/3 MCTF or HB. 
B. Analysis of Multilevel MCTF
In the following analysis, MCTF is assumed to use the closest frame as the reference frame of each direction for the prediction stage, and the L-frames are intercoded as IPPP.. structure using previous frames as reference frames. Since the hardware requirements of open-loop 1/3 MCTF and HB are all exactly the same, HB will not be discussed in the following.
1) Computational Complexity and Memory Access:
In each decomposition level, the redundancy access factors, and , will be different, but for the sake of simplicity, in the following, the redundancy access factors are assumed to be the same for every decomposition level. Then the computational complexity and external memory access are exponentially decreased for higher decomposition levels. As shown in Fig. 7 , the number of input frames in the second level MCTF is only half of that in the first level MCTF, and so as the workload (WL). If the workloads are assumed to be dominated by ME and MC, WL can be formulated as follows: and -level MCTF, respectively. It can be found that the computational complexity of -level MCTF is very close to traditional close-loop MC prediction with two reference frames.
The EMB has a similar scaling effect as computation complexity EMB level EMB level where EMB level is as shown in Table IV . EMB level is also close to the double of EMB level if .
2) External Memory Size:
The required external memory size (EMS) of MCTF is linearly proportional to the decomposition level . For 5/3 MCTF, the external memory size is level level (8) where level is as shown in Table IV , which depends on the adopted data reuse scheme. For 1/3 MCTF, the frame in Fig. 4 can be shared among all MCTF levels because no update stages are performed. Thus, for 1/3 MCTF, the external memory size is level level (frames) (9) where level is also as shown in Table IV . The EMS of multilevel MCTF is much larger than the traditional closeloop MCP scheme, when is large.
3) Coding Delay: The coding delay is an important issue for the open-loop MCTF prediction because it is much longer than traditional MC prediction. In [23] , only the encoding delay is discussed. In the following, the coding delay is considered, which is defined as the maximum distance between the decoded frame and the farthest frame that is required to encode frame . In the other words, the coding delay is the minimum timing delay between the real-time captured video and the decoded video. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows examples of two-level 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF systems, respectively. For two-level 5/3 MCTF, the coding delay of P-DRF/U-DRF is nine frames, and that of P-DCF/U-DRF is twelve frames. For two-level 1/3 MCTF, the coding delay of DRF is three frames, and that of DCF is five frames.
The coding delays of 5/3 MCTF and 1/3 MCTF with different schemes can be derived by using multirate filter bank equations. Fig. 9(a) shows the original recursive filter-bank representations of J-level MCTF and inverse MCTF (IMCTF). We can change the positions of upsample and downsample, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , and then all filters of different decomposition levels which are directly cascaded can be synthesized to be one filter. Therefore, the coding delay of P-DRF/U-DRF is (10) Similarly, the coding delay of P-DCF/U-DRF can be calculated as (11) Note that in [23] , the encoding delay of P-DRF/U-DRF is shown to be frames. By the same method, the decoding delay of 5/3 IMCTF can also be derived as frames. In P-DRF/U-DRF or P-DCF/U-DRF, the coding delay is equal to the sum of encoding and decoding delays, because it happens that the coding delay path is the sum of longest delay paths in 5/3 MCTF and 5/3 IMCTF. However, the coincidence does not happen to 1/3 MCTF, which can be found in Fig. 8(b) . In 1/3 MCTF, the coding delay of P-DRF or P-DCF can be derived as or frames from the signal data flow in Fig. 8(b) or the filter-bank representation. The coding delays for different data reuse schemes are summarized in Table V . In summary, the coding delays of multilevel MCTF are exponentially increased with . The ratio of coding delays for 5/3 MCTF with P-DRF/U-DRF, 5/3 MCTF with P-DCF/U-DRF, 1/3 MCTF with P-DRF, and 1/3 MCTF with P-DCF is about 3:4:1:1.5.
4) Summary:
From the previous analysis, because of scaling effect, the computational complexity is very similar for all kinds of configurations for multilevel MCTF, which is bounded by the computational complexity of ME with two reference frames per frame if is one. Similarly, the external memory bandwidth depends on the frame-level data reuse schemes and performing update stage or not, but it is quite similar for different MCTF levels with the same data reuse scheme. However, the external memory storage requirement is linearly proportional to the MCTF decomposition level, and the coding delay is exponentially increased as the MCTF decomposition level increases.
C. Case Study
To show the real-life system requirement, based on our previous analysis, a case study is given which performs four-level MCTF for D1 sequences with 30 fps. The searching range of ME is , and Level C data reuse scheme is adopted such that . Because of supporting variable block size ME, we assume the extMC is all performed on a 4 4 block such that . And if biiterative refinement is not performed for DCF in the prediction stage. The L-frames are intercoded as IPPP.. structure with one reference frame. Two configurations of H.264/ AVC, IBBPBBP and IBPBP with two reference frames, are also compared (only the MC prediction). For IBPBP configuration, the external memory bandwidth is because of two reference frames. As for IBBPBBP configuration, the external memory bandwidth (pixels/pixel) is calculated as because the searching region of two B-frames can be shared.
The comparisons are listed in Table VI . Compared to different frame-level data reuse schemes, m-DCF reduces the external memory access but requires the largest external storage. DRF has the smallest external memory size but requires the largest on-chip memory size and external memory bandwidth. Among various coding schemes, the required EMB of 1/3 MCTF is close to those of H.264/AVC configurations. But due to update stage, 5/3 MCTF requires nearly double of EMB of H.264/AVC. The external storage requirement of MCTF is several times of that of H.264/AVC, but the on-chip memory of MCTF is equal to or less than that of H.264/AVC.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we analyze system issues of MCTF to be a reference for VLSI architecture design. By using the redundant access factors of ME and MC, the external memory bandwidth of ME with various data reuse schemes and MC with fractional-pixel resolution and biiterative refinement is evaluated. Based on these factors, we discuss the memory issues of one-level MCTF, including external memory bandwidth, external memory size, and on-chip memory size, and propose three frame-level data reuse schemes for the prediction stage. Compared to direct implementation of MCTF, DRF can save the external memory bandwidth of extMC, and DCF can reduce the memory bandwidth and on-chip memory size by sharing the searching range data between two current frames. However, the penalty of DCF is the increase of external memory bandwidth for extMC, and m-DCF can eliminate it with the increase of external memory size. Different frame-level data reuse schemes provide variant tradeoffs between external memory size, external memory bandwidth, and on-chip memory size. Therefore, for different hardware systems and specifications, the frame-level data reuse scheme with a proper tradeoff between external memory usages and on-chip memory size can be selected.
After analyzing one-level MCTF, we extend our analysis from one-level MCTF to multilevel MCTF. Three precondictions of multilevel MCTF, decomposition level, intercoding L-frames or not, and performing update stage or not, are discussed first, and next, many important system parameters are formulated, including computational complexity, external memory usages, and coding delay. For multilevel MCTF, the computational complexity is close to that of traditional MC prediction with two reference frames. The required memory bandwidth with or without the update stage is double of or near the same as that of traditional MC prediction with two reference frames, respectively. But the required external memory size is much more than that of traditional MC prediction with two reference frames. The coding delay is exponentially increased as the MCTF decomposition level increases.
Finally, based on our analysis, the required computational complexity and operations are very similar for MCTF, H.264 IBPBP, and H.264 IBBP, but the requirements of external memory bandwidth and size are quite variant. Therefore, it is very suitable to design one flexible hardware with rate-distortion-computation scalability which not only can support various coding schemes but also can fit different external requirements by adopting a suitable coding scheme. That is, given the same video quality, if more external memory bandwidth and external memory size can be used for video coding, a complicated coding scheme with a high compression ratio, such as 5/3 MCTF, can be performed in this architecture. Oppositely, if the available external memory resources are limited, this architecture can be configured to be a simple coding scheme, such as 1/3 MCTF, H.264 IBBP or IPPP, to guarantee that the video coding can work. Our next step is to design and implement this hardware architecture.
